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Intro 

 
Versus has been my project for the past 6 months and I am very pleased with the 

progress I have made in that time. The game was designed and built for the recently released 
Oculus Quest VR system. I personally, modelled, designed, scripted, recorded, and 
conceptualized all assets in the game up until this point. The only aspect I did not build myself 
was the particle system, which I will go into more depth about later.  
 

Versus is simply put, laser tag for VR. It will be a location based experience (LBE) 
meaning to play it, you will have to travel to a certain place, similar to how laser tag currently 
works. I did this to ensure that players had enough space in order to properly cover the ‘tag’ 
part of laser tag. The player moves by physically moving their body, they shoot by using their 
primary hand to pull a trigger on that controller, and then they can use power ups that are 
scattered around the map using their off hand’s trigger. 
 

During this summer semester, it was my goal to get Versus running on the Oculus 
Quest. While I was not able to completely achieve this, I got much closer and opened up a few 
big opportunities for myself. This was primarily due to my time spent at Phenomena; the VR 
startup I was interning at the same time I was doing this independent study. A few weeks 
before my independent study was complete, I got an offer from my boss at phenomena, to 
build the game here at the company, and then work out a split of the royalties. I am in the 
process of making this happen, but long story short, this deal shifted the scheduling of building 
my game.  
 

Quest Optimization 

 
Optimizing for the Oculus Quest was the first step in my independent study. I had to get 

what I had running on Oculus Rift last semester, to run on hardware nearly a tenth as powerful. 
This required me to learn about various techniques to get a game rendered to a screen in as 
little time possible, while maintaining a solid framerate. These techniques include: 
 
Modelling - Making sure all 3D meshes were both low in poly count, and combined when 
possible. 
 
Post Processing - Removing ALL post processing effects, as these close to double the time it 
takes for an image to be rendered to the screen. 
 
Texturing - Atlasing all textures, and building them into a single Unity material. 
 



 

Quality Settings - Dropping every single setting in the Unity project settings, including 
antialiasing, texture compression, and shadow quality. 
 

I also had to convert the project from running on PC, to running on Android, which is 
what the Oculus Quest runs on. Luckily there were many tutorials on this, and they did not 
differ much when working with the Quest. 

It was fun yet frustrating to have to go through all of these techniques. I have been 
working on very powerful hardware for the extent of my VR development career, and it was the 
first time I had to really work at getting the framerate to a certain point. The techniques used 
are similar to those used for video game consoles from previous generations, like the PS2 or 
Gamecube. I find it exciting that we are needing to take a few steps back in terms of technique 
in order to optimize for VR. I love this as it gives me time to develop these skills.  
 

Models 
 

When moving over to the Quest, I realized that all of my post processing effects would 
be gone. This revealed them to be what they were, poorly and hastily made models that were 
hidden under a veil of effects. I knew I had to redo them. This worked out well as Oculus had 
just announced that the Quest would be arriving a few weeks later than I had expected. This 
gave me a few weeks to rework the design of the game. I decided on a Voxel style as this 
would help me maintain a coherent style, while also being low cost for the quest’s limited 
hardware. Here are the changes I made to the models from the previous version of Versus. 

 
Blaster 

                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Multi-Tool 

                                        
 
Player 

                         
Map 
 

            
 
Overall this was a big shift in graphics style but it has much more playful vibe now. It is 

also much less reliant on textures, something that the quest suffers to deliver on. I think the 



 

solid colors keep things simple. I will be however be working with a new 3D modelling on the 
next stage of the game, more on that later. 

 

Level Design 
 

Designing the level was very fun for me and I have learned a lot about it during this 
study. I went for a different approach in this version of the level, decided what I wanted before I 
started making it, and then building it with those ideas in mind. The primary gameplay 
mechanic that I wanted to capture from classic laser tag is the act of chasing each other. This 
is a prominent aspect of what makes laser tag fun. Therefore my map needed to allow for 
chasing within a relatively small space. I achieved this by proving “circles” in the map that the 
players could chase each other around.  

 
I also found that the original map felt very flat, this makes sense with the fact that they 

had to be playing on a flat surface, but I realized that there was a clever way around this lack of 
depth. I can add another floor to the level, so long as the player is unable to go under that floor, 
keeping the play space flat, but giving the virtual world much needed depth. Players can 
navigate up and down floors using elevators. Elevators in VR create a really cool sensation as it 
feels as if you are rising up, even though you are simply standing still on the flat floor.  

 
With these two additions I transformed my map, making it feel much larger in all 3 

dimensions of space. Designing this level was on of the most fun aspects of the game to me 
and it has sparked and new and exciting interest. I would be interested in working solely in 
level design if the opportunity arises. Here are some plans I drew up before building the level: 

 

 
 



 

Particles 
 

My new particle system in Versus was one of the driving factors of the redesign. I found 
a really large collection of beautiful, low cost, particle effects on Unity in the Voxel style. I 
drooled over it for days until I finally pulled the 30$ trigger, I haven’t regretted once as the asset 
pack is easy to use and looks great in use. The creator, Archanor VFX, has provided a great 
webGL demo of the asset pack where you can see what sold me on the purchase ( 
https://archanor.com/assetstore/voxelarsenal/webgl/ ). I plan to continue using this asset pack 
throughout development. 

 

Pivoting & Rescheduling 
 

During the development of my game this semester, something really cool and exciting 
happened. The company I have been interning at, Phenomena, has taken a keen interest in my 
game. I had showed them Versus a few months ago, and had given up on them paying it any 
more attention, but a few weeks before writing this report, my boss came to me and told me to 
tell him more. This time I was ready. I had been thinking about it a lot more and had a more 
solid way of pitching it as a better money maker than the games they are currently running. 
Phenomena builds location based experiences (LBEs) and so they are reliant on ticket sales to 
make money. Their current LBEs are all short story games that only allow one play through per 
person. This was the biggest problem I had with their strategy; once you have purchased your 
ticket, you’re done giving them money. My LBE offers the users the opportunity to play an 
infinite amount of times, and to also bring their friends along to join in the fun. They loved this. 
My boss, Awane Jones, is now actively pushing me to work on this game while at the office 
every day of the week. The problem with our deal is that in order for me to be paid for this 
work, they are going to require more money. They are a small startup and money is tight, so 
they are relying on funding and grants in order to fund these projects. Phenomena is currently 
in talks about getting a new grant that would allow me to be paid for this work. I will be 
anxiously awaiting their answer about this over the next weeks, while I work on pitches and 
presentations to sell the idea to the rest of the company heads and funding agencies.  

 
This is the primary reason I am currently behind schedule in the development of Versus 

and why I don’t currently have a working build of the game. I have needed to pivot and 
reschedule my work timeline in order to make sure the game is properly explained and 
presented, as well as make sure the assets are up to the standards of our company. At the 
time being I have been given a partner for the game, Ze Zhang, a 3D design intern who is 
currently working on other projects at Phenomena, but as of next week, will be working full 
time with on Versus. This will mean much higher quality models and animations, but it also 
means I have to take a few steps backward, getting new concept art and explanations of 
mechanics in place.  

https://archanor.com/assetstore/voxelarsenal/webgl/


 

 

Pitches & Presentations 
 

Here I will include a full collection of my pitches and presentations regarding versus. 
These were given to all members of the team at phenomena to get their input and opinions on 
the idea. 

 
General Pitch: 
 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1srS8Jq7ijBm-VMFbkbT6JPpjvdB3LxHrPauht

NWX0cM/edit?usp=sharing 
 
Art Direction: 
 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19cgcMHgpox3CMFYsYWkC66IF3u0T5UCQU

U5DEkXlt2w/edit?usp=sharing 
 

Personal Growth 
 

Continuing to develop this game over the last 7 weeks has taught me new things about 
myself and about game development in general. Firstly I will say that I have learned that I really 
like level design. I find I can use my knowledge of simply playing games, both real and digital, 
effectively in order to produce environments that can have certain effects or motivate certain 
behaviours. This exchange of information into action is really satisfying for me. Had I done a 
different class, I would not have discovered this about myself. Secondly, I have discovered that 
when it comes to game development, there are waves of effort and excitement. One week I 
would be super excited about everything I was building, and dreaming of what the game would 
become, whereas the next week I may start doubting myself, and the work would slow to more 
of a grind. This seems to be common in all game development and I am proud of myself for 
pushing through the slow times, as the good times always seem to come back. Game 
development takes a long time, and I am happy to have grown to a point where I can stick with 
an idea and get to a fun point.  

 

Technical Growth 
 

While during this semester all of my skills were refined, I was really impressed and 
pleased to find that I have had another shift in terms of thinking with code. I have finally started 
to memorize some of my favorite functions in unity, like coroutines and IEnumerators. I used 
these all the time for over a year but I ALWAYS had to go online to get the proper working and 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1srS8Jq7ijBm-VMFbkbT6JPpjvdB3LxHrPauhtNWX0cM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1srS8Jq7ijBm-VMFbkbT6JPpjvdB3LxHrPauhtNWX0cM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19cgcMHgpox3CMFYsYWkC66IF3u0T5UCQUU5DEkXlt2w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19cgcMHgpox3CMFYsYWkC66IF3u0T5UCQUU5DEkXlt2w/edit?usp=sharing


 

structure for them to work. This semester, as I said before, I had a shift and I could actually use 
these functions without touching the internet. Along with this memory improvement came a 
new ability to figure out how to solve problems with code without looking up any examples. For 
example when I wanted to add reloading and elevators to my game, all I needed to do was sit 
down and write them! This was so exciting for me and really makes me feel like I’m making 
some great progress as a coder, something I have never been confident in. 

 

Importance to Degree 
 

As I have said in my previous reports regarding independent studies and internships, I 
believe these to be the single handed most important courses in the program. They have 
allowed to both get prepared for the real world of this industry while also getting a headstart. 
Compare this to the random online electives I would have been taking and the difference is 
outstanding, not to mention I really feel like I am getting my money’s worth as a student. I have 
learned so much from these courses that I feel they should be mandatory for all students in the 
program. This semester’s independent study allowed my to get noticed by my company! I am 
really close to being paid to continue working on this game, this NEVER would have happened 
had I only been able to work on this game during other courses. Overall, this was a fantastic 
way to end my degree. 

 

Work Environment 
 

I did most of this semester’s work from my room at home. I have been blessed with 
very generous parents that have provided me with the technology and equipment to push 
myself even when confined to my bedroom. This worked well for me, allowing to work late into 
the night without even noticing! Eventually I would be asked by my boss to continue work on 
Versus from the Phenomena office. For the future development of this game I am going to 
require a lot more space. Currently my plan is to move back to Toronto, and so I will have to 
continue to work from there. Finding a space suitable for developing this scale and quality of 
game will be necessary, and I don’t think my parent’s basement will do. 

 

Outro 
 

Versus is shaping up to be a full fledged, professional level game! I could not have done 
it without the help of my professors at concordia, coworkers at phenomena, and a few patient 
and talented friends. If the deal with phenomena goes through, I will be years ahead of where I 
thought I would be at this point as a developer. I am very thankful to concordia and my time 
there and as of right now, this will be the last thing I submit to the school. Very exciting.  



 

 
Videos 
 

Title Teaser:  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CPQx2atTQ39sFUpUWaTYStNq370yabmG/view?usp=sharing 

 
Final Vlog Entry: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-CFZu42-zbQ1TST9qHofrm38fnntG7L8 
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